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Anti-CIA .protests
unfold at schools
Staff Report

•

University of Central Florida/Orlando

Students at three colleges
have protested against Central Intelligence Agency recruiting on their campuses in
recent weeks, but the spy
agency says it will continue to
interview students from-those
schools for jobs.
Protesters at the University
of New Mexico confronted CIA
recruiters visiting the school
Sept. 26 during Government
Career Day.
The recruiters left the campus after a brief shouting
match with student demonstrators. Dana Wise, a protest
organizer, said he asked the
CIA representatives to discuss
the agency's covert operations
with students, but they refused.
About 100 students at
Vermont's Middlebury College
protested a campus recruiting
visit by the CIA, charging the
agency discriminates against
gays.
· dlehury sets itself up
as an institution that's not
going to accept discrimination," said senior Kurt Broderson. "And yet they aid and abet
the CIA"
Participants in a small
counter-demonstration, however, said the CIA recruitment
should be allowed at the college for "freedom of choice."
When the anti-CIA contingent
chanted "CIA Gotta Go," CIA
supporters sang a chorus of
"God Bless America."
CIA spokeswoman Sharon
Basso said the agency "may
have" refused to hire gays in
the past because they were
open to blackmail and posed a
security risk. But the agency
now has a "written policy" forbidding sexual preference discrimination.
"We do not discriminate on
the basis of sexual preference,"
she said. "We look at every
aspect of an individual. If they
are stable and there's not
something in their background that's open to blackmail, and they meet our standards, they will be hired."
"Homosexuality, like drug
use, is not an automatic disqualifier,"Basso said.
About a dozen students
opposed to the CIA held a can-

dlelight vigil at Colorado's
Regis College on Oct. 11 while
agency officials met with job
candidates. "We want to let the
CIA know that we are not for
them," said student John
Barth. 'We are not in agreement with what they are
doing."
Meanwhile, a Boston University professor says he may
have been unwittingly used by
the CIA to illegally drum up
support for the Reagan
administration's policies in
Central America and Afghanistan.
H. Joachim Maitre, dean of
BU's College of Commwiication, said he might have been
entangled unwittingly in a
domestic-propaganda campaign conducted by the CIA,
but maintained there was no
proof of it.
The Boston Globe reported
in early October that two projects directed by Maitre-ajournalism program for Afghan
refugees and a documentary
on the Nicaraguan Contras were part of an 'llegal CIA
campaign to dr public sup~
port
to
the
Reagan
administration's policies.
Maitre said the project
"could very well have been"
part of a covert effort, but there
was no solid evidence it was.
The Na ti on al Security
Council, and not the CIA, coordinated those projects, Basso
said. She pointed out that
"we're banned by law from
propagandizing the American
public."
The campus protests are
just the latest wave of antiCIA sentiment that has swept
colleges in recent years. The
agency's critics say the CIA
has toppled duly-elected
governments in Chile and
Guatemala, and promotes terrorism by supporting rightwing rebels in Central America and Africa.
In recent years, vehement
protests against the agency's
activities have unfolded at the
universities of Minnesota,
Colorado, Massachusetts,
Iowa, Washington, Vermont,
North Carolina at Charlotte
and California at Los Angeles,
as well as Brown University,
Ohio State and the State University of New York, to name
SEE CIA PAGE 4
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NEWUCFLOOK
The water tower on UC F's main campus has gotten a new look since the university's logo has
been painted on it.

Grad gets 'U.S. News' job
"I wasn't going to hang around there and
attempt that," he said. While iI' Gainesville,
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
Gli k gain d valuable experie ce by ·
· g at
several campus publications. Then in the sumJ eff Glick, a 1986 graduate of UCF, was mer of 1984, Glick transferred to UCF. One of
recently appointed the graphics editor of his first stops was the campus newspaper.
"I walked into The Future office one day and
America's third-largest weekly news magazine,
U.S. News and World Report.
there was a board meeting going on.
For about two and a half years,
I asked ifthey needed an art dibetween 1984and1986, Glick was
rector. [Editor in chief] Mike
art director of UCF's campus
Rhodes turned to [business manager] Pam Gimson and asked if
newspaper, The Central Florida
Future. During that time the
the paper needed an art director,"
paper won nearly two dozen naGlick recalled. "Rhodes said to
tional design awards.
come back in half an hour. I did,
Upon graduation, Glick had a
and they gave me the job."
job waitingfor him in the news art
Glick says working at The Fu- :
department of The Dallas Mornture was one ofhis most important
ing News.
experiences.
"I think that's what really
He stayed there for a year beforeacceptingasimiliarjobatThe
made my career, that summer of
Mia.mi Herald. Then So, while
Jeff Glick
1984," he said. " I did a two-phase
attending Lake Brantley High School in Forest knew what it took to do it. rm not surprised. "
Smith said that having a UCF graduate in
City, Glick signed up for journalism and met
Barbara Roth, the teacher who Glick said was such an important position increases the visibility ofUCF'sjournalism program. Glick's new
most instrumental in shaping his career.
"The way it all came about was like this, he job will take him to Washington D.C. where
signed up for journalism, but he couldn't write.
He was a wonderful cartoonist," said Roth, who
now teaches at Lake Mary High School.
"I was going to be the next Dan
"I just remember looking down at his work
one day and seeing how wonderful he was at Rather, but it seemed that televilayout and design and figuring out how to put sion news was too shallow an
pages together," she said. It was Roth who industry."
suggested Glick try his hand at graphic art.
- Jeff Glick,
After high school, Glick attended the Univer1986
UCF
graphics
design
graduate
sity of Florida for two years. He wanted to major
in graphic design and minor in journalism. But
that didn't work out because UF wanted him to
SEE GLICK PAGE 5
major in both areas.
by R chard Truett
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•The Lady Knights soccer
team takes an the Tar
Heels in the NCAA tournament. Also, the Knights
play their last game of the
year in Kentucky.
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Signs of the t_imes
!

Rules on banners are laxly enforced at UCF
by Bob Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Signs · on the UCF campus are
interesting, colorful, informative
and often illegal. They show the life
and attitudes of the students.
There are only two simple guidelines for putting up signs, banners
and posters.
Keith F. White, the Student Government attorney general, said that
the Student Government policy is

that all SG election posters ·must be
removed by the Monday after elections. If they aren't, candidates can
be fined $20 and also cannot be
sworn in if they still have election
material posted.
Student Center Director Jimmie
Ferren, enforces the university
rules on posters and signs as they
are written in "The Golden Rule,"
the UCF student handbook.
The Student Center approves
SEE SIGNS PAGE 4

This sign by the Baptist Campus Ministry is an example of what can be seen
around the UCF campus.

..

.

•

•CHESTER'S DRAWERS
The former business manager of The Florida Flambeau,
the newspaper serving Florida
State University, was sentenced to four years in state
prison in September for emPat r i bezzlement.
cia Susan Chester pleaded
guilty to 44 counts of uttering
(forgery or worthless check
passing) for the three-year
check-writing scheme that
netted her $100,000.
The Flambeau recovered all
the money through an insurance settlement; however, according to Flambeau Business
Adviser Rick Johnson, "recovering the face value of the stolen money doesn't make up for
the lost opportunities that we
will never see again."

Newspaper draws fire
.

·for inciting violence
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Nearly 300 Iowa City, Iowa residents last month purchased and signed
an ad criticizing the right-wing University ofiowa Campus Review newspaper
for promoting violence against minorities and gays.
"Their basic gay bashing and lesbian
bashing attitude is ugly," said Richard
Zimmermann, an Iowa City .attorney
who signed the ad. "It's a rag."
The Campus Review, said Zimmermann, has outraged Iowa City residents more in recent weeks with increased attacks on gays and people
with AIDS. "Their facts are substantially distorted and their views are
sick," he said.
The half-page ad appeared in the
Oct. 4 issue of The Daily Iowan, the
main student paper, and was signed by
292 students, faculty members and
Iowa City residents. The ad condemned "the recent attempts by The
Campus Review to incite hatred and
violence against minorities, especially
lesbians, gays, feminists and persons
with AIDS."
"While we recognize the views expresed in The Campus Review are
those of a tiny fanatical minority," the
ad continued, "we believe it is important to renew the commitment of this
community to fight against hatred and
intolerance and reaffirm our commitment to human rights."
"Here's the question I have for them:
Can they point to one example when we
have incited violence? The answer is
no," responded Campus Rerriew Editor
Jeff Renander. "We're doing nothing
different than The National Lampoon

John Bolte, vice president of • FOOD BANK INTERN
The FOODchain I Central
administration and finance,
stated that the cost for resur- Florida Food Bank, Inc. offers
facing and restriping was esti- an internship program for
mated to be $60,000.
UCF students preparing for
service careers such as the
• MIA - POW REMEMBERED
ministry, social work and
The Arnold Air Society teaching. Volunteers. are also
Pledge Class, of the Air Force needed for grassroots style
ROTC, dedicates this week to community service
all America's soilders who
remain missing in action or • KICK THE HABIT
prisioners of war.
The American Cancer Soci"A Week To Remember" ety is challengingthe cigarette
will include an information industry's "pack of lies" in this
table in front of the Wild Pizza year's Great American
and Y eliow Ribbons tied to the Smokeout campaign. An intrees on campus.
vitation will be extended to
millions of American smokers,
to give up smoking on Thurs• NAVY NURSES
The Department of the day, Nov. 1 7.
Navy is initiating a recruiting
effort for degree-seeking nurs- • ADJUNCT CONCERNS
ing students. The program
UCFs Adjunct Faculty are
• LOTS WITH LINES
pays for tuition, books, travel meeting, Tuesday, Nov. 15, in
UCF parking lots wilJ re- and tutoring.
FA-516, to discuss common
ceive a face lift during the
Participants would work an concerns and the possibility of
Christmas break. According to average of 16 hours per week forming a campus-wide orMike Spinnato, a civil engineer at $6.47 per h our.
ganization. Contact Claire
with Facilities Planning, the
Hill, English department,
campus lots will be sealcoated •RUGBY
275-2212, if interested and
and paint-striped from Dec.
UCF Rugby Club is calling cannot attend.
1 7-Jan. 3.
All vehicles all new arid used players to
will have to be removed from practice at the intramural •JSU
the lots being maintained, but fields on Tuesd.a y and Thurs-.
Jewish Student Union will
the inconvenience will be µrini- day at4p.m..
hold its first social on Nov. 10
mized since only one or two lots
Ifyou are under 150 pounds at 9 p.m. Call 275-5039 for lowill be closed off each day.
and can run fast or over 250 cation and information on JSU
On Oct. 6, The Central Flor- pounds and can bench press a activities.
ida Future reported that late model Buick, call Mike at
UCFs lots, after seven years of 281-5106.
•GROWTH SEMINAR
neglect, were in need of reconThe meeting will be held
The UCF Institute of Govditioning.
Nov. 10 at 5:30 in the Wild ernment will host a "Growth
A statement released by Dr. Pizza.
Management Strategies"
1

.

or any other humor magazine."
"The whole thing is a sham," Renander said of the ad. "These people are
fundamentally intolerant of people and
ideas they don't agree with."
The Campus Review isn't the first
conservative student newspaper to
come under fire.
In March, Dartmouth College President James Freedman blasted the controversial Dartmouth Review, for
"poisioning the intellectual environment of our campus."
The paper, founded in 1980, has
sparked intense feelings on campus for
years and has earned a reputation for
insulting women, gays and minorities
in a glib manner that was mimicked by
other conservative campus papers.
Conservative newspapers at the
uni·~'-.rsities of California at Davis and
California at San Diego, Miami and
Cornell, to name just a few, have been
criticized by students and faculty as
racist, sexist and homophobic.
Still, few protests against the papers have been as organized and broad
as that against The Campus Review.
"They have a right to publish their
paper under the First Amendment,"
said Zimmermann. "But it's fairly
hateful information. responsible citizens have to stand up and say this isn't
right. You have to tell the community
this stuff isn't credible."
"If people don't make statements
opposing these attitudes, there's an
assumption that everyone is in agreement with them, n said Karla Miller, the
director of Ufs Rape Victim Advocacy
Program. "This is not a direct challenge
for them [The Campus Review] to respond. Rather, it's a commwrity combining in an outcry that says this
hatred and oppression must stop."

seminar on Nov.18, not Nov.
1 7, at the Altamonte Springs
Hilton.
The seminar begins at 8:30
a.m. and has a $40 registration
fee. Contact Phyllis L. Allison
at 645-0310.
• HONORS PROGRAM
New applications are being
accepted for next year's Office
of Undergraduate Studies
Honors program.
·
The academic requirements
for acceptance include a minim um high school GPA of 3.0
and a SAT or ACT score of
1,000 or 24. The program is
also open to students who may
not have done so well in high
school but has shown improved work in college.
Interested students should
call Stern at 275-2083 or stop
by FA415.
• NEW DIRECTIONS

New Directions: A Statewide Conferenc~ on Central
America and the Caribbean
will be held at Rollins College ,
on Dec. 2-4.
The event will feature panels and workshops on such topics as "The Reagan Legacy and
the Future of Central America," "The Drug War and U.S.
Intervention in Latin America" and "Liberation Theology."
For more information, write
the Florida Coalition For
Peace and Justice, P.O. Box
2486, Orlando, Fla. 32802 or

call (407) 422-3479.
• MADDVIGIL
The chapters of MADD in
Orange, Osceola, Seminole
and Lake Counties will host a
candlelight vigil in honor and
memory of the innocent victim
of drugged and drunk drivers.
The event will take place
Monday, Dec. 5. atThe Winter
Park Civic Center at 8:00.
Candles will be provided to all
who attend.
Anyone wishing to have a
loved one's name read during
the ceremony, please call 422-

MAD D.
• EAST-WEST NEWS

The Chickasaw Trail
Bridge over the East-West Expressway will open to traffic on
Tuesday, November 15.
Residents along Chickasaw
Trail will havedirect access to
shopping and services.
For more information on the
1any part of the East-West ·
Expressway, please call 4258606.
• SCHOLARSHIP

The Florida Trail Association will sponsor a Work Hike
in Tosahatchee State Preserve.
The group will meet in
Christmas at the old post office
on Nov. 12, 9am.
For more information
please call 378-8823 .
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is no longer recruiting students at those schools.
FROM PAGE 1
"Some universities have
asked us not to come on campus, but they haven't banned
just a few.
Several colleges, including us," Basso said. "Our recruitColorado and Brown, no ers work with their placement
longer invite the agency to offices.
We're still organizing interrecruit on campus because of
the protests, Basso said. But views" that are conducted offt!iat doesn't mean the agency campus.

CIA

SIGNS
FROM PAGE3

signs and posters to be put up
on university bulletin boards.
He pointed out that bulletin boards in each ofthe buildings are the responsibility of
the building manager. Banner$, such as those made from
bed sheets, are normally required to be cleared through
the Student Center office.
Few of them are approved,
but as long as they do not
block traffic and are in good
the center seldom
taste,
removes them. Posters on the
bulletin boards are removed
weekly.
The campus police enforce
the rules set by the univer-

sity. Police Lt. Arthur L. Stout
said, "If we see a banner or sign
that is questionable as far as
obscene, commercial or bad
taste we report it to Jimmie
Ferrell."
Ferrell said, "I am impressed with the signs on
campus. They display a lot of
love. Everywhere you see
'Little sister loves big brother'
and such. People on campus
tours and other visitors notice
these things."
Tracey Tresch, an advertising and public relations major,
said, "I think there should be a
time limit on how long banners
can be up. Tom and faded
signs look bad on campus
tours." There is no policy to
ensure that those who put
banners up remove them.

ANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D., P.A.
Obstetrics & Gynecology

Infertility & Laser Colopscopy
With First Office Visit

FREE PAP
&

10% Discount for
Students

NearU.C.F.
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd.
- Suite 5 Winter Park. FL 32792
FOR APPOlN'IMENT CALL
(407) 679-5533
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-4315 N.O.B. Trail• Orlando, Florida 32804.
Presents

All Ages Night

•

Every Thursd(:ly & Sunday at 8:00pm
Featuring

Free Pepsi Products All Night

''Pay o.nce at the door
and pay no more!''
Featuring the obest in Dance and Progressive Music
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GLICK
FROM PAGE 1

HELP SAVE
THE SIGHTS
OF AMERICA

U.S. News and World Report
has its editorial offices.
Although he will be far from
home again, Glick said he is
very excited about living and

5

working in the nation's capital. "It's the pulse of the country and the free world. It's a
great place for a journalist," he
said.
Richard Truett was the
founding editor of The Central Florida Future's Confetti
section.
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Wed. $2.75 Pitcher Beer• $2.75 Doz. Oysters

Thurs. Free Omelet Bar 5-7pm • 2 for 1 Drinks
Live Entertainment: Jason Webb/
Buffet Show 8 :OOpm-Midnight
i!~~~l Fri. & Sat. Jason Webb Band 9:00pm-1 :OOam
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r The sanbar Restaurant
Cassleton Comers Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436

677•Q197
NO COVER CHARGE

North of Aloma on 436

THE NOID· CAN'T BEAT THE BEST.
NOW YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE.
Right now, you can discover how the best just
got a lit11e better. Enjoy
special savings from
Domino's Pizza with
these coupons. You'll see
why more people call us
for pizza delivery than all
the rest combined. And
now, there's another
reason why the best
just can't be beat.
Guaranteed lWice!
Real pizza. Generous
toppings. To your door in

30 minutes or less, or
we'll take $3.00 OFF
the price of your pizza I
And if you're not happy
with your pizza for any
reason, we'll replace it or
refund your money.
Questions or problem?
Please call the store
manager or your Customer
· Service Line 10AM-1AM
Eastern time daily.
1-800-336-6466.

Bening University of
C.ntnll Florida:

896-3030
12213 University Blvd.
Houn1:
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-2AM FrL & Sat

Lim ited delivery areas.
Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
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pizza serves 4·6 persons.
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offer. Pnces may vary. Customer pays epphcable sales tax. l1m1ted
delivery areas. Drivers carry less than S20 C 1988 Dom ino's Pizza, Inc.
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Order a delicious 16"
large cheese pizza and
you pay onfr $6.991
Each additional topping
only $1 .28. (Tax not

Social Hours
2 for 1 Well • 50¢ Draft • 3.50 Pitcher
Mon. - Fri. 11 AM-7 PM
Mon. - Thurs. 11 PM - 12 AM
Sat. & Sun. 7 PM - 9 PM
Munchies & Hors d 'oeuvres 4 PM - 7 PM

I
I!

Daily Drink Specials

I
I

•

I

.J

Large Screen T.V.
Free Popcorn on Game Nights
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1

1
1

I

c heeSe
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1

I
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Two12"medium
cheese pizzas. Each
additional topping just
$1.28 for both pizzas.
(Tax not included.)
No Coupon Necessary.

50¢ Draft

•

I

Check Out the Deli

I

1
I

II

New Menu Items
Daily Lunch Specials
Open 7 Days 'til Closing

I

Check with us for coming events

I

Offer good thru 12/15/88.
Our 12", 8-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.

•

I
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Vahd at participating local ions only. Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited
delivery areas. Drivers carry less than $20. © 1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Order any size piz.za
and get 82.00 OFF!

Offer good thru 12/15/88.
Our 12·; a-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.
Our 16';
· 12-slice
large
pizza
serves
4-6 persons.

Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with any other coupon or
otter. Prices may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited
delivery areas. Drivers carry less than $20. © 1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
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Calculator use causing· problems
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

College professors still can't
·decide whether to let students
use calculators in math classes
. . and on exams.
In a survey of the nation's
math professors by the Educational Testing Service, faculty
members were nearly evenly
divided between those who
opposed using the devices (43
percent) and those who endorsed it (40 percent).
"Some think it is not a good
idea, because students tend to
use them too much and push
buttons without really thinking about the problem," said
Jane Kupin, a math test devel-

FREE CATALOG

oper for ETS.
"Then there is the fairness
issue," she added.
Some students, she explained, can afford better calculators than others.
On the other hand, some
say that [calculators] are a
part of modem life, that students need them in college, so
why not on entrance exams,"
said Kupin, who helped write
ETS's "Survey of the Use of
Hand Calculators and Microcomputers in College Mathematics Classes," conducted in
the spring of 1987 and whose
results were released last
week.
Dr. Lokenath Debnath,
chairman ofUCF's mathematics department, said that "In
some [math] classes [at UCFJ

Government Books
& More!

we do encourage it and in
some we don't, because the cal- .
culator detracts from students' analytical thinking."
Beginning this fall the
math department began offering two special calculus
classes where students will
study the subject with the aid
of calculators.
After a year, a study will be
done comparing the results of ·
those classes with calculus
classes where students don't
use calculators.
"We are interested in finding out what classes should be
using calculators and to wh.a t
degree," Debnath said.

Picture ID
Required
No Cover

1.00 Well Drinks
$1.00 Domestic Beer

We Are a Gay Bar With Full Liquor

Benjamin B. Markeson of
The Future staffcontributed to
this story.

Try something different. ..
Something Greek!

Send for your free catalog
Free Catalog
Box 37000
WruhinRCOn oc; 20013- 7000

• Delicious Mediterranean cuisine
•Authentic Greek and Belly Dancing
Thursday Thru Saturday
• Now ...open for Lunch!

•

======== 8505 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando,Florida·- - -- --'
t--------------------COUPON

1218.00

2 Dinners for $9.95
or
2 For Lunch $6.95

'569.00

Moussaka * Gyros

Air Fares based on Round trip travel. . Restrictions apply.
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rycourteous service to UCF students
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9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100

Interested in
joining a
Campus-Wide
Committee?

CONTACT:
Scott Rausch

Student
Government
EXECUTIVE
ADVISOR
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* Souvlaki * Pasticcio

OLYMPIA
RESTAURANT
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273-7836
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KI 0 SK
HOURS: Monday - Thursday: 9 am - 9 pm
Friday: 9 am· 7 pm, Saturday: 10 am - 2 pm
Sunday: 2pm • Sm (No Tickets Sold on Sunday)
MOVIE TICKETS
• General Cinema
Fashion Square
Altamonte Mall
Parkwood Plaza
Seminole Plaza
Colonial Promenade
• United Artist
Lake Howell
Republic Square
Florida Mall
• UC-6
University Shoppes
• AMC Theatres
Fashion Village 8
Interstate 6

DISCOUNT TICKETS
• Busch Gardens
• Wet-N-Wild
• Sea World

• Magic Kingdom
• EPCOT
• Boardwalk & Baseball

•

•
•

•

CLOSED DURING
ALL BREAKS
For More Information

Call: 275-2060
Services Provided by
Student Government
•

PLUS:
•
•
•
•
•

General Information
UCF Phone Directories
Film Processing Service
Ticket Masters
Lost & Found

,

•
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MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,

•

ENTRY LEVEL
This December or Recent Graduates
Put Your New College Degree To Work
Bright, agressi ve individual required for development & expansion of major national corporation, expanding in Central Florida.
Management trainees beginat$1200/ mo. +OT with
1st year income of $17,000, minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit, annual
earnings growing to $25,000 to $50,000/ year. Recent
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenna
at (407) 843-5411 or send resume to:

•

Enterprise Co.
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PART TIME, MANAGEMENT INTERN
. We offer:

~.·.:.:·:·:·.·.·.·.·.· . :.:·:·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·:·:·.·.·.·.·.·.:.:-:·:·:·:·:·.·.·,.· .·.:.:-:·:·:·:·:·:·.·.·.·.·.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·:· .:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:1:~·~·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.:-:-:·:-:=:·:·:·::.:-:-:·:·:·:·:·::~:-:·:·:·:·:;:r

•
•
•
•
•

20-35 hours per week
Flexible scheduling
11 area locations
Training program
Competitive compensation

If you will be graduating in the next 18 months and are
interested in part time work to gain management expe-

1'£N

rience, contact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411.

6A~O£N

Foods For Better Living
(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix)

.CHINESE RESTAURANT

Mon. - Fri.: 10-7 • Sunday: 12-5
Closed Saturdays

-~~

~~

e;"-'3

~

fte;

281-1864
11786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl

25% off
KAL and SOLGAR Vitamins
10% Off

1WIN LAB Amino Acids and Body Buildir.g

Supplements

r_,'ll

Private Parties to Accomodate 35
reservations suggested

657-4462

Body Building Nutrients • Amino Acids • Herbs
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads • Legumes
Dried Fruits • Raw Nuts
Whole Grains

t

N
tNi'V. llO

~

UCF
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MAKE US YOUR
HEALTH FOOD STORE

M-F: 11 :00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M.

Get your ducks in a row.
Own a spacious two-bedroom condominium for as little as $397* per month!
Be one of the first in line to see our beautiful new models and take advantage of pre-construction
discounts on your new condominium! Relax on your private screened balcony or patio and
take in the spectacular wooded setting, or enjoy exciting amenities1 including community
swimming pool, cabana and clubhouse, tennis and basketball courts.

ON ALAFAYA TRAIL NORTH OF THE UNIVERSITY
"Includes principal. interest and MIP. Does not include
condo fees and taxes. Payment based on sales price
of $49.900 with $1500 down, bond financed at
8. 75% fixed for 30 years.

@
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Harkins Division
License #CGC 005468

366-0408

#

7

Opinion
Daf'IQ\JQYJ.e'S FiRST pay as PReSiDeNT

Mudslinging races
up voter interest,
,i ncrease turn-out
A pat on the back goes to everyone who voted
Tuesday.
Election '88 saw a greater percentage of voter
turnout than in previous elections: nearly 80 percent
in Orange County.
Bat you may have surmised this from the length of
voting lines throughout the state.
Orange County polls were open until 9:30 p.m.
because they could not close their doors to the lines of
waiting voters who arrived on time.
So maybe people are caring more about the future
of our state and our country.
Or maybe all the slime-slinging campaigning actually did some good.
It raised some interest and even controversy.
It was sort of like a boxing match in a three-ring
circus. There were plenty ofpetty challenges from the
participants and heckling from enthusiastic viewers.
It was a big curiosity which stirred the public to take
sides.
Look at both the presidential and vice presidential
debates. The candidates did not discuss issues - they
talked about how unqualified each other was and
who they reminded themselves of.
For instance, Dan Quayle was likened to Robert
Redford early on. Then both Dukakis and Quayle
referred to themselves as like (or better than) Jack
Kennedy. Of course, Bentsen was labeled as "geezet'
and Bush pinned as "wimp." But these things happen
before a match.
Yet we never really got past these darts to find out
the candidates' true stands on the issues. We merely
got more labels . . . "Liberal!" and "Where was
George?"
In fact, the same happened when we got to congres~
sional candidates.
There was many a bad word slung between
MacKay and Mack. We heard, "Hey, Buddy, you're
N o t e
liberal!" as if it were a four-letter word.
that this was probably the most often publicized
propaganda for us to gawk at. Note too that this was
probably the closest race of all; almost 50 percent for
each candidate.
We even duked it out over the proposed amendments to the Florida Constitution. There were 11 of
these suckers on the ballot and a few were quite
controversial.
Worse than that, they were also labeled and overdramatized.
The public was made to sit up and take notice
when fat lawyers on television patted their bellies
and their pockets.
And they sympathized with the poor little kid who
would not have a future if Amendment 10 were
around to get him.
And of course, the commercial with the dying man
in the ambulance with the hysterical wife pleading
with helpless paramedics will be one to remember.
They made us come out to see what it was all
about. We all wanted to take part ringside and put in
our two cents.
And let's face it, we voted.

·
•

THe

l

• 'DUMB DEBATE' REVIEW

Editor,
Thank you for your extensive
coverage of the debate between the
College Democrats and the College Republicans [on Oct. 26]. Although I found Mr. Hattaway's
article, "A dumb debate," appearing on Nov. 3, quite humorous, he
was very insulting to my fel1ow
debaters. It is very easy to sit in
your trailer and criticize others'
speaking skills, instead I think
you should compliment them for
tryiog to communicate with the
campus.
If the article was just a satirical
commentary on the debate it could
be acceptable to me, but by trying
to pass his work off as a critical
review, Mr. Hattaway really
misses the mark.
Referring to Mr. Dobbins and
myself, he said, "both speakers
[are] a bit naive." Wow, what deep
commentary! Is naive a trite word
for idealistic or a polite word for
ignorant? How much naivete
would be acceptable, Mr. Hattaway? Please, I don't want to be a
"naive zealot" anymore - save me.
Mr. Hatta way "would have to
give the debate to the Democrats."
We would accept your congratulations, but no thanks. The purpose
of the debate was to inform students about the issues and encourage them to seek more information
on the subjects discussed. When
this purpose succeeds, both sides
"win."
Instead of calling all members
of political parties zealots, you
should apply your standards (criticism) to your own article.

P.O. Box 25000, Orlinda, Florida 32816
BllSiness Office (407) 2?5·7601, News Offico (407) 275-286.5

Editor In Chief

Leslie M. Jorgensen
Dave Schlenker

R. Scott Horner
Cric:kett Drake
Paul Owers
Kristen Sweet
Benjamin B. Markeson
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Ray Smith

College Democrats
• SITTING DUCK

I am perplexed.
Why did the College RepubliBusiness Manager
Joe Teneriello cans display four debaters on
Ad Production Manager
Jim Hobart stage and have only three actually
ClassHled Manager
Scott Pruitt , participate during the CR/CD debate [on Oct. 26)? What purpose
Opinion& e>q:X99"CI Inn. Ccrttnr.1Fkri9FlllllN Ol9 thole of the edllol or writ er and not
did this extra person serve?
~1hose of the 9oad of Pl:dootions, Unfllerslty Mnlnlstratlon. or Boord of
My first speculation was that
ReQenh. Letters to the Edtor must be typed and Include the outt:lo(s lignah••.
rnt1of aod phone TUT1ber. letten en subject to edtlng and become the copy- perhaps the team deemed him not
rig edpropertyorthe~. n.Cc.-IJi'ltridaF-..lsa rrae.noo-proflt. twb·

WHldV MWSPCIPGf pli>lllhed dlJrtnQ the cx:oQemlc year.

~FreR~QQN

FRee roR GoLF'.

~he Central Florida Future

Managing Editor
Deputy Managing Editor
I C>Qslgn
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Edhor
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Wel.L, i''le S.QiD
a PRaYeR aHD MeT
rHe casil'leT. Ttfal \..eaves

I

good enough, but that thought was
quickly dispelled the minute Tim
Dobbins spoke, for surely there is
no debater less competent.
I next considered the possibility
ofillness. Perhaps the unfortunate
debater had lost his voice prior to
the event, but he did not make the
slightest gesture indicative of sickness throughout the entire debate,
so I discredited this theory as well.
Besides, supposing he was ill, it
would be more plausible that he
would stay in bed and watch the
video later, instead of jllSt sitting
on stage in a suit for an hour doing
nothing.
I also surmised that maybe he
was a researcher, filled with relevant shocking statistics to relay to
his fellow teammates for use during rebuttals, but this hypothesis
was equally incorrect, for never
once did I see him lift a pen or pass
a paper. I did, however, witness
him fill his water glass, which
leads me to my last and final supposition that seems to provide the
most feasible explanation for the
entire situation.
·
The extra debater was actually
no human debater at all, but a
highly-realistic-pseudo-debaterrobotic-clone, whose main purpose
was to serve refreshments to the
other Republican debaters, who
were in dire need of any nourishment they could get, especially
after the onslaught of well-organized, coherent speeches delivered
with phenomenal vehemence and
enthusiasm by each and every
College Democrat.

Susan Chadouich
English education
• ALL THAT JAZ2.
Please express my sentiments
on the following subject - lack of attendance at school functions.
Shame on you UGF'ers! Where
were you for the Band Knight concert on Thursday evening, Nov. 3?
I realize that it's no secret this
campus has a lack ,o f school spirit.
However, when an event is free,

offered at a convenient time and
place, plus it's entertaining, why
don't more people go?
Perhaps if students did attend
Band Knight they would have
first been exposed to a sampling of
culture (and lived through it) by
the UCF Symphonic Wind Ensemble. Then they would have
found out just how talented UC F's
Jazz Lab is and realize why they
got to tour Europe this summer.
Lastly, UCFers would have
been exposed to what goes on during half-time at the football games
by the UCF Marching Knights,
the Starlet Knights (and if you
don't know the difference between
the two, I suggest you find out),
along with the Flag Corps and the
Drum Majorettes.
More of us need to support our
fellow students and cheer them on
whether it be on the sports field or
in another environment.
By the way, did you vote or did
your apathy keep you from doing
that as well?

•
•

•

•

•

Marc Della Costa
theater arts
• 'NICE' LEITER'

This is an open letter to the faculty of the communicative disorders department.
Lately, all anyone hears is how
the faculty is so removed from the
student body they are educating.
But, much to my surprise, I feel I
have found the exception to the
rule. The professors in the department of communicative disorders
really care about the welfare of
the students in the program, both
in and out of school. In my four
years at UCF, I have never come
across such professionalism and
warmth. The department fosters
a feeling of non-competitivness
amongst the students and really
strives to help them achieve their
personal best. When I gI".aduate, I
am sure I will be well prepared for
my field, and a large part of this
confidence is due to the people in
HPB113.

.
•

..

Name withheld by reqW!st
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CAMPUS LITE
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by Scott

Now that Florida is officially

Foreign
Language
Proficiency
French 101

•
•

• ACADEMIC STATUS

by Steven Polinsky

+

by Rodriguez

THESE YEARS

Mc 8. Ualckr

THE21stSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
5th Session
November 1, 1988
MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
2 7-11 Revisions to Election Statutes: This Bill revises the Election Statutes
605.2 (Fair Ref ~red to E&A)
2 J-1 O Revisions to Finance Code: This Biii revises the Student Government
flnanca coda. (Toutiklan, remains In OAF)
RESOLUTIONS
21-10 Congratulating the UCF Ski Team: This Resolution recognizes the Skl
Team. (Pelletier. reteredto SPR)

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
none
RESOLUTIONS
21-oa supporting an Intramural Forfeit Deposit: This Resolution supports the reestablishment of an Intramural forfeit deposit by Rec. Services. (passed by
acclamation)
NOTICE: Contrary to previous reports Jamie C.ox Is still the only senator for
Engineering seat #2.
.. Legislation In Committee is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

SENATE GOAL # 1
"To become more lnvllved with Clubs and Organizations within our respective colleges
and to have students within our colleges attend our meetings." If you would like to help
us achieve our goal. please call x2191 and ask for Barbara Papaleo. Kelly Wiggins. Dana
Boyte. Denise Fair. Jeannie Draper. Brian Franklin, Susan Hackett, or any other Senator
listed to the right.

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings. and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays @ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS
If you have any comments, ques.tlons or concerns about the Senate Report. or any leglslatton,
please contact Fred Schmidt
x2191 or In SC 151.

SENATE COMMITI'EES review and amend all Legislation before it Is brought for a hearing before the fUll Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O
WR
SPR
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
. requesting funding.
Wednesdays@ 1:00 pm. In the Senate Conference Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives furids for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Fridays a@l :00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Legislative Judlclal and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution, Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Fridays@ 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-tundlng leglslatlon which deals with Student Government
Services. as well as Local. State. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Mondays@ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election Statutes.
Wednesdays @5:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

ARTS & SCIENCES
Matt Boucher

Barbara Papaleo
Richard Zucaro
Lori Dickes
Dana Boyte
Jason DIBona
TOM JOSEPH
David Mann
Scott Bowen
JayTa0or
SUzanne Loflin
Chris Bordlnaro
BUSINESS
UzSWanson
Phil Cristello
KATHY JONES
Travis Gunder
Dan Pelletier
Matt Kallcak
Chris Touttklan
James Speake
JOE FERRARI
Jeannie Draper
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Diane Kearney
Kelly Wiggins
Jeff Laing
OPEN SEAT
Lisa Schmidt
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ENGINEERING
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Fernando Santos
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JAMIE COX
JORGE CADIZ
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Brian Franklin
JERRY SUITER
Sean Brannan
Nick Evangelo
JEFF EBERLE
HEALTH
Susan Hackett
Cheryl Jensen
LIBERAL STUDIES
Darryl Blanford
OPEN SEAT
AT-LARGE
Gordon Miranda
BREVARD
Cathy Taylor
DAYTONA
Denise Fair
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard
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ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential, Private.Woman-owned. A special approach to
health care. Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herm'¥1 Avenue, Orlando. Near Rt. 436
and Hwy 50.

litlllllfll
Toastmasters
Communicate with confidence I Learn the formula for success I Come to TOASTMASTERS
and see how. Weekly meetings- Thurs., Barn,
ED238. For more info call 275-4241.

Alpha Tau Omega
Am 1,game today at 4:15. ATn2 VB. 8:20 In
the gym, Little Sisters VB. 9:10 In the
gym.Thank you.AM for a great social I camp
out this weekend! Formal meeting this Sun.

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's Seized in
drug raids for under $100.00? Call for facts
today. 602-837-3401ext.127

-

86Honda Civic SI. Loaded, must sell, $5800.

ca11 Scott sn-7563
Student Veteran Association
The S.V.A. would like to thanit the members of
the panel discuss,ing the Vietnam Conftlct. We
also thank everyone who attended this discussion. Thank You.

Delta Tau Delta
Yes, it's finally here. Survival Games on Saturday. Pledges, Brothers, and little Sisters,
meet at the House at 7:30am on Sat. Executive meeting at 5:00 on Sun. Lil Sisters initiation at 6:00 and Chapter at 7pm. By the way;
To the brilliant individuals who redid our letters
on our house I Your lack of moral dignity and
childish behavior show your character!

Pontiac Fiero SE- 84, auto, air, am/fm,
46,BOOmi,white/gray interior, very good cond,
must sell I 5200. or offer. 695-6544 eves.

Spacious 3bdr/ 2bth In Sussex Place. $490.
per month + $200. deposit. Get 1/2 off 1st
month. Call Mike 788-0919.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Congratulations everyone on a great retreat.
Pledges, welcome to the jungle! V.P. =
rrralphhl It's time to get involved so quite
beingSphincters. Banquet is the 19th!ll
Tau Kappa Epsilon
O.K. guys this is it! I Brother's party is tonight at
7. Meet at 11 Friday to go to the service
project Then we will party with the soccer
team at 8:00. Saturday is the big day I Brothers
be there at noon, Associate members be
ready at 11.

Typing, Word Processing 275-6210.

DG's- Do you miss me? Of course not, you're
to busy studying to get those awesome
gradesll The count down to Anchorball has
started! There are nine days left. Are you
ready?

Water bed, perfect cond., king size with head·'
board, all accessories and eXtras lnduded.
Please call 380-6587 anytime. $150.00 firm.

Hair today, Gone tomorrow, Jeff Eberle. Yes,
I got my hair cut.

Typing, 15 years experience.
Call Judi- 830-8057.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM lener quality word processing.
Fast· Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

CHEMIST- Full-Time 0< Part-Tlme. Entry
level, BS Chemist or student majoring in
Chemistry, Physics, or Mechanical Engineering to perl0<m physical and mechanical measurements on polymers and assist in other
research areas. S'alary commensurate with
experience. Please contact Scott Allen al
857-5201.

Government Homes from $1 (u-repalr).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call
805-687-6000 ext. GH4628 for current repo
list.

Lost, Haystack area, 6-month old female kitten, bluish-gray, bald spot on her left side.
Small Reward. Call James 282-4341.

Sonar drum set wt cymbals. Brand nfM in
excellent cond. Reiails for $2000.00 will sell
for $800.00 call 677-7563.

Kappa Cetta

This semester is almost over- oh what a relief!
Good luck Kim Kuhn in the Mss BPOE pageant on Sat, we're rootin' foryalEveryooewho
was in the Fall of 87 ple<ige class be sure to
coo tact Tara about Sunday I Don't forget
Christmas Dance is Dec. 2 so start searching
for that perfect date! Pledge Car Wash this
Sat at Burger King on Goldenrod and 501

Starter Trumpet, great for begining players,
very low price. Star1your young one out on the
right track. Wynton Marsalis started out that
way. A great Christmas gift. For more Info
please call Dave 679-9295.

C
. . . .i i i i i i i i'--H--1__s

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 AVAILABLE!
Catalog $2.00. Research, t 1322 Idaho,
t206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext 33. VISA/MC 0< COD.

Beatie Fans! Informative Beatie newsletter. 6
issues, $10. Box 26588 UCf Orlando, Fl.
32816

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

11

NO
CLASSES

HAVE
·A
COLD
ONE!

12

vs.
EASTERN
KENTUCKY

Rico, the Beall is watching you. Hope you are
feeling better, and I love you!
Happy 1st week to Steven Joseph Fitzgerald
from the staff! Come Back Soon Donnalll We
Miss Youlll

Hey all you men: I want youll I'm the woman
you've been looking for to spend your usually
dull evenings with. I enjoy loud music, soft
pillows, and banana cream pie. Please respond- I need youlll LH8808
Seeking female who "dares to be differenr...
no chandeliers unswungl If you enjoy snuggling on cold nights or wild evenings out on the
town, I'm your manll Respond quickly, help
me release all my energy.
LH8806

~)
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Football
Game

·(Y§v

Demon, we do care about you. This ads for
you I

s__

H
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UCF FIGHTING KNIGHTS
Just a reminder: Win or lose, you have fans
who support you 100"/o
Chrissy, Thanks for the card. Soon it will be
over, but in the meantime, let's have a rendezvous in the library I P.S. how's Dewar's.

Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.

Mothers helper needed IOI' 3 small children.
Mon-Fri, Jan-Apr. Rm/board an option.
Weekly pay. Mother at home. References.
Call 679-4446.

Delta Gamma

THURSDAY

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

STUDENTS NEEDED
TO advertise for; Roommates, For Sale,
Autos.Personals, Lonely Heart's, etc. Just
$.75 per llne for Students, Faculty, and Staff.
Stop by the Future bus. office, M-F 8-4:30 or
call Scott x2601.

Large 1bdrm apt. facing pool. Close to UCF on
Alafaya Tr. For more info. call 658-0478 or
282-4890.

Steve, I'm sorry for getting out of hand on
Thursday(11-3). I realize what I did was wrong
and uncalled for. I don't want to lose you as a
friend because I've never cared about anybody more. You've always been there and I
hope this doesn't change things. Please forgive me. Pleasecallsowecan work things out.

Excellent word processing - 366-0538.

Sales/Entrepreneur
Earn
$26,000(part-time)
a year.
Interested? Call
Rick at 875-6900.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tonight it's the Rum and Reggae party starting
at 9:00. I hope everyone found out who their
secret big sis was and Larry Adkins is looking
for some parents.

Shane W. (#12)- Hey Mr. OBI Happy 20th
Birthday(tomorrow). Good Luck this weekend!! Love Ya- S.V.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions .
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18,300 satisfied students and
4
grouches.
671-3007

A social organization for the gay and lesbian
students of UCF meets Thursday evenings at
7:30 for more info call, :fhe Center 894-7097.

Sugar Dave, .
I know our love will not fade ;May because you
are my sunshine daydream. Huey.

TUESDAY

MOVIE: Jazz
Artist
Sudden
Impact

LARRY
WILLIAMS

7PM

7&9PM Alternative

Dancing
9PM
9-11 PM

~~~

~

WITH

UCFID

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1

14

•

""17

16
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HOMELESSNESS

MOVIE:

•

Colors

A
TICKET
7&9PM
TO ·
NOWHERE

- ~~~

~

WITH.

UCFID
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COMING EVENTS IN THE STUDENT CENTER

Knight of Comedy

Nov. 22 SAC 8 & 10 PM

. WAY
A
.

......................
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nobody else does and that will
be our motivational factor."
UCF's confidence stems
fro~ an earlier meeting with
North Carolina this season.
The Lady Knights battled the
top-ranked Tar Heels to a 0-0

tie at UCF.
"We are going to go back and
recall the frame of mind we
were in for that game," Barker
said. "We want to see how we
approached that game and
how we played like we did."
Sunday's game will be
played at North Carolina's
Fetzer Field. The Tar Heels
have never lost at home. UCF

11

was the last team to come close
to defeating North Carolina at
Fetzer Field, tying them int
1986, 1-1.
"They don't hold any mythical-type presence to us anymore,"Barkersaid. "We have
developed an attitude that we
are going make them play us,
not us playing them." The Final Four awaits the winner.

McDowell set to add
track team to agenda
"The main thing is not to
make any major blunder,"
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
McDowell said. "It will take
two or three years to build up
The next step for the UCF the program."
Besides starting a track
athletic program is the addiTUESDAY NIGHT
THURSDAY NIGHT
tion of a track program in the program, UCF will build a
fall of 1989. In conjunction track and fieldhouse. AccordAll You Can Eat
UCF T-Shirt Night
with the track progam will be ing to Jerry Osterhaus, direcRock Shrimp
Wear UCF T-Shirt and
the construction of a track and tor of facilities planning, al$9.95
get $3.00 Pitchers
most $10.4 million is available
fieldhouse.
Athletic Director Gene for the fieldhouse and the
3040 N. Goldenrod Rd. •Orlando, FL• 678-0148
McDowell said the track club track surface. He estimated
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:.__ _ _---J will become an NCAA-sancthat a total of $1 7 million will
tioned team while the cross be needed to complete the projcountry team will also join the ect. It is as yet unknown when
additional funds will be availtrack program.
able.
McDowell
added
that
three
PRESENTS
"We thought we had $2 milsteps are vital before the prolion more, but Gov. [Bob]
A Special Gift for the Man in Your Life
gram becomes a reality:
• Approval of the Board of Martinez vetoed the bill," Os.
. .. One 8x10 glamour or boudoir portrait and 4 wallets or the
Regents is needed. McDowell terhaus said. "Hopefully we'll
said UCFwill seek approval in get it this year."
Osterhaus was referring to
January but does not see any
:·:·:·:·:·
·:·:·:·:~:<·:~<-:·:·:·:<·:·:·!·:·······:·""·""""'""'''*''"'''"'''~::::::~·:·:·.:i::>="~-'*'"'~:<·::<;=c;11:,;_·Q o: , ( } c •, ,. :... ., .. . .. ~- . .,., . . ,
the bill Martinez vetoed over
problems in obtaining it.
1M
m~rnmrnmmrn~fffl1WM%ftlfif:diliW1W: ~~L!·2:',~9~'.?: ~~ ·, ro, .• : ... ~ ..~:. ;£
~ ~~'.. :< ;lS~
.:
• The NCAA needs to know the summer which included
of
UCFs
intentions to start a funds for expansion of the
You have seen us on PM Magazine and read about us in
Daytona Beach campus.
track program.
He said that additional
• The final step will be to
The Sentinel. Isn't it about time for your Illusion?
hire a coach. In addition, a funds are needed for the roads
Call us at: 898-0086 to arrange your appointment or see samples
recruiting program will begin to the new track and fieldto bring in track participants. house.
ILLUSIONS STUDIO • 1033 E. Montana St. • Orlando FL 32803
by Roy Fuoco
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$24.95

• $1,000 Guarantee
• Nylon Bracket - $4.95
value included
•Round Key

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-6:00pm
LOCATED IN THE
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

281 ·6488

-UCF ai111s at soccer juggernau-t
. L~dy Knights face near-perfect Tar Heels
by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF women's soccer team will attempt
to dethrone a dynasty when the Lady Knights
play North Carolina in NCAA quarterfinal
playoff action Sunday.
The North Carolina Tar Heels have won six

of the last seven national titles. The Tar Heels
(15-0-3) also hold a 67-game unbeaten streak, a
national record.
"There is probably not a person who follows
women's soccer who thinks we have a chance to
beat them Sunday," UCF Coach Bill Barker
said. "Our team knows we can beat them but
SEE SOCCER PAGE 11

Tom ~ENTRAL R.ORIOA FUTURE

UCF's Leslie Suder controls the ball in Sunday's 2-0 victory over Virginia. Suder scored the Lady
Knights' first goal of the game.

Knights end season against I-AA Colonels
may be the best back in the country at
any level."
Quarterback Lorenzo Fields runs
the Colonel offense, throwing for 972
yards on 65 of 102 passing.
Running back Tim Lester also has
822 yards on 134 carries. Fields and
Lester are from Wildwood and Miami,
respectively.
Eastern Kentucky's top receivers
are Randy Bohler, 21 receptions for 392
yards, and Mike Cadore, 1 7 catches for •
303 yards. Bohler is from Miami while
Cadore's hometown is Titusville.
The Colonels are coached by Roy ..
Kidd, a 1955 graduate of Eastern Kentucky.
Kidd, in his 25th season as coach of
the Colonels, boasts a 195-73-8 career
record, including a 7-2 mark last season.

by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The UCFfootball team closes its season on the road Saturday against the
multi-talented Eastern Kentucky
Colonels.
"They are the most talented team we
have played other than possibly Georgia Southern," UCF Coach Gene
McDowell said. "They may be better
than Georgia Southern. They are a
legitimate Top 10 Division I-AA team."
Eastern Kentucky is 7-2 following a
27-14 victory over Middle Tennessee
State on Saturday, the team's sixth
straight victory.
Middle Tennessee State was ranked
No. 8 in the Division I-AA poll entering
the game.
The Colonels' only two losses came
against Marshall University and Western Kentucky.
Last week, Marshall was ranked
No. 1 and Western Kentucky was No. 5
in the Division I-AA poll.
The Knights hope to end the season
on a positive note after losing three
straight games and four of the last five,
following a 5-0 start. UCF lost to Liberty University, 24-7, last week to drop
to 6-4 on the year.
-The Eastern Kentucky roster is

• • •

Bii Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUlUA

UCF kicker Blake Holton attempts a field goal earlier this season. Holton beat out
Travis Allen for the job after a long fight.

filled with a bevy of Florida-born players.Twenty-five players on the roste~
are from the Sunshine State, including
eight of the 11 offensive starters.
Running back Elroy Harris, of Win-

ter Park, is the team's leading rusher.
He has rushed for 1,219 yards and 1 7
touchdowns on 226 carries.
"He is the best back we have ever
played against," McDowell said. "He

NOTES: UCF wide receiver Sean
Beckton has team-high totals in receptions and receptions yardage. He has
caught 66 passes for 894 yards this ~
season and now has career totals of106
receptions and 1,315 yards.
Five captains will be playing their
last game as Knights. They are: line- '
backer Wyatt Bogan, defensive back
Keith Evans, receiver Amell Spencer,
defensive tackle Joe Simmons, and •
offensive tackle David Underwood.

UCF golfers fall 7 strokes short in state title defense ~
I •

by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF men's golf team
fell seven strokes short of successfully defending its Florida
Intercollegiate State Championship title last weekend.
UCF finished in a second-

place tie with Florida State. golfer did not participate,"
Both schools had three-day UCF Coach Dale Wilson said.
totals of 728, while first-place
Andrew Rice, who was an
Florida finished with 721. All-State selection last year,
Miami and South Florida fol- did not play in the tournalowed with 732 and 740 scores, ment. Filling the top spot for
respectively. The Knights won UCF was Cliff Kresge, who
the title last year.
had a 45-hole score of 1 79.
"I though we did real well Kresge finished third indiconsidering our number one vidually behind Florida's ~odd

Mudge and Chris DiMarco,
who tied for first with identical
1 78 scores. Other finishers for
the Knights were Jody Hrkach
(183), Jay McWilliams (185),
Hans Strom-Olsen (187), Malcolm Joseph_ (191) and Rick
Sulzer (195).
Scoring was based on the
top four individual scores for

each day. The final round was
shortened from 18 to nine •
holes because of rain.
The men return to action
this weekend in the Florida 11
International University Fun
in the Sun Collegiate Invitational. UCF will be defending
the title it won in last year's
FIU tourney.

The entertainment and feature supplement of

~ Central Florida F\Jture
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material, advisers, some troops, but, thank God, not many, into a war that
was already lost.
When I returned to this country in 1948 nobody anywhere else in the world
Stephen Becker. 61, is a writer's writer - a language and story-telling purist
whose works entertain thoroughly, yet subtly glow with an underlying moral over the age of 3 doubted that the Chinese cormnunists had already won that
war, but I got into a peck of trouble for even suggesting it.
theme that hides itself welL
The FBI carne and sat in on a couple of my speeches to the Rotary Clubs
His life's work (tD date) is 11 novels. two non-fiction books. and 11 transla- hot beds of subversion that they are - and taped my talks.
tions from the French. au secular, universal and poignantly ageless.
It was a sort of blindness in the country at the time; an attitude that
Since the fall of 1987 Becker has been a Distinguished Lecturer in English
those lowly Orientals couldn't possibly run their own affairs. It was the
at UCF, teaching courses in creative writing and literature.
attitude toward Russia, too, until Sputnik went up. We're changing that
While being interviewed. there ts the sense of two people
attitude fast because we're worried about nuclear proliferation that
talking - the writer and the man_ The writer's work is
Jmplies others-like the Pakistanis, Iraquis, Israelis, and whatnotmoral; the man is a self-professed atheist. The writer's
can make their own weapons systems and don't need kindly
work is Christian: the man ts a Jew.
American advisers to show them how to kill people.
Conservatives find pleasure in Becker's novels;
We had what the analysts call a 'repetition comBecker is a liberal. The writer's work is full of
pulsion' in Asia and it was part of the
physical adventure and promiscuous sexual joy;
the man has been crippled by Guilla in-Barre· dis,~,
reason for going into Korea, another
1
easefor 31 years andfaithjully married to Mary
1~//i
frustrating experience, and it was almost
Freeberg for 41 years.
!~!// ~
inevitable, I suppose, that we went then into
Born in a middle-class suburb near New
"~ I .
Vietnam.
/
York City, he was "rushed through schoot"
/~--:i·~
.
Returning.from war-tom China, Steve and Mary
he says, and faced his freshman year on
a full academic scholarship at Harvard not
· , ~ ~l ::;,· °"' t;
Becker moved immediately to Paris, where they
yet 17 years old.
I i:~ z~1!1 ~
Lived ..on the ecorwmy" (with t11e French) and
ff.w!l,i~ P ;'
learned French "the right way,,, hesays, "and!
C:How did going to Harvard at such
z'tf'l :i, ;~.. -'~~ ~ ·
learned ft welL"
a young age affect you?
~..d l-S -:.:/. ~.~!~ ·~
,,,,~~f' '~ S? •
B:This did two things. It made me different
.'V.,.~ ~
C:What was your life in post-war Paris like?
from everyone around me because I was either
B: We were lucky enouJVi to eat and drink on postyounger or smaller or both than my peers, and it
war exchange rates and the wines that we drank at
gave me an exaggerated sense of my own hnportance. I
' least twice a week were some of the great wines of the
had just sense enough to interrupt my own education
.. 20th century. now selling for $250 a bottle, if you can
find them. We used to buy them for a buck and a half.
several times and grow up a little. I worked four months ln
the Alaskan panhandle as a pack mule for the United States
C: So you 're in Parts, married, and working as a night
Geological Swvey and later joined the Marines.
1 watchman for the Marshall Plan. Your first book comes
out a year later. right?
Becker learned Japanese tn the Marines and classical Chinese at Harvard
B:A friend of mine - author Richard W~t (Native Son. Black Boy) and he used this knowledge on a RotnryfeUowship in Peking after graduating introduced me to his editor and recommendea me to his agent and they both
took me on. I did the fastest rewrite probably rve ever done because I needed
from Harvard.
the $500 advance - a substantial amount then. Matter of fact. the money
brought us back home for a year and a half.
C:If you would, tell us about your thne in China.
The Season of the Stranger carne out in May 1951, and was very well
B:In December 1947, Mary joined me in Peking and we were married.We
did very little traveling because there was a civil war going on and neither side reviewed. Of course, I was also called names because it was a novel about
China that didn't say on page one that we must kill all the communists, send
wanted to go to the trouble of shooting innocent bystanders.
VlhenI am set down in a foreign country I simply stop using English. I learn 11 million American troops to battle the yellow hordes and plain waste the
the language of the streets. I was attending a Chinese university, had Chinese whole country, but I was getting used to that by then.
roommates, and I ate one meal a day in a Chinese dining hall consisting
mostly of rtce with pebbles in it, every once in a while a scrap of cabbage and
The six years tn Paris were interrupted by some time in Marseilles, Mary
once a week a scrap of meat."
Becker worked with architect Le Corbusier, and then Chicago, where Mary
studied planning. Steve then taught history at Brandeis University in 195l-52,
C:What was China like before the communist revolution?
B:China before the reconstruction was a horror. The university was a and then wrote his second noveL Shanghai Incident. for paperback.
From 1954 through 1971, the Beckers lived tn New York and environs,
privileged place but the devastation of war had sent people piling into the
cities and everyone was poor.
where he wrote a business noveL Juice, that was released the week Becker
was hospitalized tn the winter of 1958-59.
C:Did you see any of the combat?
B: No. not much. We'd hear the mortars in the distance and there was a
student riot w)lile we were in Peking one time. We kept our heads down and
C:How did you wind up in the hospital?
peered from the hotel window while the police and soldiers shot at the
B:We were living in Bedford. New York, and I 1ust began to collapse. One
students. There were some casualties but we were safe. Some of that is in day they put me in the hospital, three days later rwas unconscious, and two
my first novel.
weeks later I woke up paralyzed to the neck. I continued to have a residual
C:The vast majority of your fiction has a thematic concept that seems to paralysis that never has gone away. I was unconscious on Juice's publication
be. "Yankee, go home ...
date. I wish that happy fate for all writers.
The reviews were good and I couldn't have cared less. [Guillain-Barre is a
B:It's a bit more complicated than that. By the nature of history and
technology, the United States has been the dominant force in the 20th rare viral disease that modern medicine simply doesn't know that much
century as Britain was in the 19th. With our great burst of imperialism about.) Mine has stabilized since 1961. The almost complete paralysis I first
toward the end of the 19tli century came the notion that we ought to run the had has been reduced to partial paralysis of the lower body. I don't know
world. We're a democracy and our professed goals are admirable. Why whether to laugh or cry.
shouldn't everybody be like us?
Well, there are a dozen answers to that question and we've learned the hard
way since World War II that we can't run the world and that we shouldn't run
the world. People have to be allowed to work out their own destiny.
Editor's note: PL II of this interview will
· I was in China when we made our first great mistakes - pouring aid,
appear in next week's Corifetti.
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Hollywood looks at itself with Tapeheads'
y Richard E. Karman
The film industry hasn't totally ruled
out the making of movies that expose,
define or satirize itself.
The newest attempt at this extremely
hard task is Tapeheads., starring John
Cusack and Tim Robbins as Ivan and
Josh.
.
It seems working as securify guards
these lifelong friends are perennial losers. When they are fired they decide to
pursue their dreams of making music
videos.
They form the video production duo
Video Aces, and get their feet wet doing
commercials for a fast food restaurant
and a cemetery.
The Video Aces try to sell themselves
to the record industry moguls, but come
up short. They lower their standards
and catch on with a smooth-talking
record company president. Mo Fuzz
(played by Soul Train · host Don Cor. nelius).
To their dislike Ivan and Josh must
do their first music video "on spec" (for
free). This results in a funny scene
where the Video Aces make their music
video. With Fuzz's displeasure at the
results the boys find out about the
music video business. As Fuzz says,
"It's all T and A"
The Video Aces' dreams of fame and
fortune are only half the plot. The other
is a wild chase headed by a presidential
candidate going after a bootlegged video
tape of himself and a hooker engaging in
a comical soft-core porno flick.
Ivan and Josh have some good luck
when they film a heavy metal band's
music video, and are suddenly
catapulted into the big time as the entire
band dies in an explosion. C u s a ck

the Video Aces. Once again Cusack
isn't bad; but then again he isn't good
either. Robbins (Five Comers, BuUDurham) is Josh, the creative force of the
two. Robbins doesn't surpass his Bull

Movie
Durham role, but does slightly edge out

couldn't. It looked like it had enough
steam, but somehow it broke down·and
derailed.
A last effort to save the movie is when
Ivan and Josh Jam a Menudo concert. I
agree with their mission, but the scene
is as stale as week-old doughnuts.
However, Used Cars contains two
laugh-till-you-cry scenes in which two
video pirates Jam the television aiIWays
to show used car ads. Tapeheads does
succeed in a certain way.
It's semi-successful in its fast-paced
look at the music video business, however, cameos by ex-football star Lyle
Alzado, ex-M1V video jock Martha
Quinn, Mr. Parody himself, "Weird" Al
Yankovic, and rock star Ted Nugent
greatly sµbtract from Tapehead's almost serious inferences.

Cusack performance-wise.
Tapeheads
producer Michael
Nesmith bites the hand that feeds him
in the latest film.
After all it was the ex-Monkee who
came up with the idea of M1V music
video channel .
Tapeheads, although wacky at
times, does have
some
serious
. messages. When
Ivan and Josh
work jobs they
don't want to, the
confident Ivan
tells Josh, 'You do
what you have to
do so you can do
what you want to
do."
Unexpectedly,
Tapeheads starts
out rather funny
and throughout
continues to grab
laughs.
However, the
last third has its
problems. Think
(One Crazy Summer, Eight Men Out) of Tapeheads as The Motor City Madman, Ted Nugent, gives the
plays Ivan. the business consultant of the Utt.le train that heave-ho to John Cusack in 'Tapeheads.'

Art show is an appeal for change
by Kris Feliciano

The French Market in
downtown Orlando was
buzzing with actMty Oct. 28
with the opening of the Temporary Contemporary Art
Museum's first show, "Tile
Healing of the Planet Earth."
Young, fashionable types
who looked like they'd just
come off the dance floor of
Visage mingled with suit clad
men and high-heeled
women.
There were merrymakers
from Church Street, art stu-

dents, parents and curious
passersby.
Such variety is indicative
of the universal appeal of the
exhibit. Indeed, the show
itself is an appeal; it is appealing to us to make
changes.
"Take a look around. Do
something. The world ls
going to hell and only we can
change it," said Eric Needle, a
UCF art student and organizer of the show.
Needle hopes that the
show, which focuses on
social and environmental

issues, will increase awareness and even inspire people
to action.
The idea for the Temporary
Contemporary Art Museum
came about when local businessman Ed Meiner, an acquaintance of UCF art Pro-

Art

fessor Walter Gaudnek, offered the art department use
of the French Market's vacant offices free of charge.
Meiner was looking for the
extra traffic that an art show
could bring to the building,
owned by his parents and
uncle.
"I decided that instead of
the rooms going ... unused to
put some art in them to at
least fill them up and to brtng
people in to look around and
maybe rent the space out,"
said Meiner.
But the Temporary Contemporary Art Museum is
not just about a good business move. There is a sense
of urgency in the works on
display.
Walk through the rooms of
the exhibit and look into the
eyes of a mother holding her
dead child · in Eric Forg's
painting,
"'The Finding."
'Finite Games #8,' a painting by UCF student Drake
The work depicts the
Gomez, is on display at the Temporary Contempo- plight of the people dying in
rary Art Museum until Nov. 12.
underdeveloped and impov-

ertshed countries.
Or stand in front of
Needle's "Nuclear Arms,"
with its canvas of bright orange paint depicting nuclear
destruction, from which orange, rubber gloved arms literally reach out in an act of
desperation.
Craig Davis offers an uncompromising view of abortion with his collage "Wasted
Potential," which first tells of
the growth of a baby girl into
a woman who works on finding a cure for cancer. She is
"Tile Girl No One Knew" because, astheothersideofthe
collage so graphically portrays, her mother had an
abortion. The message here
is "Abortion: The Results
Stick."
Not all the works in the
show are as graphic, but the
messages are conveyed just
as effectively.
Laura Daniele's "The Lovers" is the first work to greet
you as you approach the
first-floor office where half of
the works are displayed.
Lovely in its simplicity,
"'The Lov€rs" commands the
entire wall with its flowery
bedsheet prtnt and the raspberry and turquoise shrouds
that hide the lovers' faces.
The shrouds have a brick
pattern, signifying the wall
that often exists between
people.
Drake Gomez, who recently had a painting pur-

SEE ART PAGE 3

Calendar
•Jazz Concert
Jerry fyree, a trumpeter
who has performed with
such musicians as Slide
Hampton, Wes and Monk
Montgomery and Freddie
Hubbard, will play on Nov.
20 from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Chris's House of Beef, 801
John Young Parkway in
Orlando. Presented by the
Central Florida Jazz Society, Tyree will perform
with Danny Stiles (trumpet), Bubba Kolb (piano),
Ron Miller (bass) and
Barry Smith (drums). The
cost is for $7.50 for nonmembers, $5 for members
and $3.50 for students.
•Concert
Saxophonist Kenny G. will
perform on Nov. 19 at 8
p.m. at the Tupperware
Auditorium in Kissimmee.
Tickets are available at all
Ticketmaster locations.
The cost of tickets are
$17.50. For more information call (407) 847-1802 or
(407) 826-4450.

•Film

Boyfrtends

and

Girl-

friends, a romantic comedy directed by Eric
Rhomer (Pauline at the
Beach, My Night at
Maud's), will play at the
Enztan Theater, 1300 S.
Orlando Ave., Maitland,
from Nov. 11-23. The film
is in French with EnJrtish
subtitles. For more information call 644-4662.
• Elizabethan Music

The Orlando Shakespeare
Festival and the UCF
music department will
present a concert by the
Baltimore Consort on
Sunday, Nov.12 at8 pm at
the Omni International
Hotel, 400 W. Livingston
St., Orlando.
The Baltimore Consort
consists of a singer and
five instrumentalists who
perform on authentic instruments from the Elizabethan period. Their program will focus on repertoire from the end of the
Elizabethan era to the
early 18th Century. The
program, "Shakespeare's
Stage Band and Elizabethan Bawdy Ballads," is
the first event in the
Orlando Shakespeare
Festival's
series, "Windows: Renaissance Dreams," and OSF's
contribution to "Light Up
Orlando."
~~
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chased by UCF for its permanent collection, makes a
strong showing here with his
!'Finite Games" series of
paintings.
The subjects in "'Finite
Games 1O" are ma nightclub
setting.
Some are dancing, some

>'r

3090 E. Aloma Ave and 436
Winter park, FL 32792
(407) 657-5560

Gyro and Falafel Sandwiches, Pastries, Baklava and Others

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--l~~~~~~~~~~--Jdrtnktng.someappeartobe

anguished, as If they had
come to this place of merriment to escape their pain,
but to no avail.
The figurative works,
"Bridging", "Fall of the Blue
Haired Girl" and 'lar Baby"
by Kathy Bryan are especially intriguing.
She says the figures are
"moments in action" and
that, in fact, "Our behavior is
repetitive. Every trend, every
fad, every action ... we bring
it up almost like clockwork."
Bound to be controversial
iS Calvin Dunkle's painting,
lhe Trtal of Christ," which
portrays the crucifixion of

UCF

YEARBOOK
25th Anniversaiy Edition

Christ on a swastika.
Dunkle says the painting
is "by no means an indictment of Christian religion or
belief, but rather it is an
indictment of the misuse of
that belief and the power it
bestows to certain people."
Gaudnek was beaming
, with pride as he surveyed the
crowd of people milling
through the museum. He
was impressed with the students for creating this modem art museum and commended them for their
"guts."
Whether you go to lhe
Healing of the Planet Earth"
to buy or to browse, it is
worth your time.
The hours are 10-5 p.m.,
Tuesday through Saturday
at the French Market, 120
Orange Ave.
Admission is free. The exhibit runs until Nov. 12, but
the issues and realities presented will continue to confront us long after the museum closes its doors.

MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at

On Sale
at the

weddings and other events

KIOSK

148 N. Central, Oviedo. Florida
365-5276
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Don't Be Left In The Dark
Experience The KNIGHT
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CHRISTMAS KOTTAGE
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Personalized Gifts• Sorority Shoppe• Cards• Gift Baskets

~

Sorority Insignia Gifts Personalized Fr:ee
11247 E. Colonial Dr.• 1 Mile W. of Alafaya on Colonial
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Walt Disney World for
a seasonal job during the holidays!
We're already lining up candidates for all kinds of jobs.
Our "wish list" includes students, seniors.
homemakers- anyone who wants to earn extra money
and have a whole lot of holiday fun. Choose from
dozens of seasonal openings in the following areas:
-food Service -Merchandise
-Attractions -'Ii"ansportation -Ticket Sales
-Culinary -Custodial

12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

•

...

UCF
Knight
Specials
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5p.m. - lOp.m.

$1.00
Imports

3p.m. - 6p.m.
All You Can Eat

1la.m. - 2p.m.

Brunch

50¢ Slice and
Buy Orie
All You Can Eat
Pitcher
$4.95
Get One Free

Full &Part-Time positions also available. You must be at
least 16 years old and have transportation. To apply,
come to our Employment Center any day of the week
between 9am and Spm. Exit 1-4 at SR 535 north to the
second traffic light. Turn left and go eight miles. then
follow signs to the Employment Center.
All applicants must have proof of identity and
employment eligibility. Bring Driver's License or State
ID. and original Social Security Card or Birth Certificate
with you.

Walt IV)isney World.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

• 1988 The Wall Disney Com

•

ny
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Alumni honor UCF with party
by Diana Della Costa

Farner Ben E. King, who one was free to roam the
attended the game. The street, the clubs and build- ..
You just don't "attend" a crowd swayed and S?ng mgs.
street festival. The sights and along to King's hits "Stand by
At the end of the show
sounds that surround the Me," "Spanish Harlem" and there was a drawing for a
gaieties cause you to become "Up on the Roof."
Rosie O' Grady Champagne
immersed in it.
Despite the limited out- Balloon Flight, won by
That's exactly what hap- . . door seating, and the street Yvonne
Paul,
whose
pened Saturday night. Oct. being lined with people, eve- daughter attends UCF.
29. during UCF's Alumni ryonewasinajubilantmood.
Conversely, the exuberClass Reunion in honor of Teri Gerent, a 1977 graduate ance of the upcoming holiday
the school's 25th Anniver- who is presently an investi- caused a few to show up in
sary, at Church Street Sta- gator with the state costume.
tion in downtown Orlando.
attorney's office, was "Real
However , a gorilla, and a
The event began at 3 p.m. excited about the reunion" Los Angeles Dodgers player
Buses left for the Citrus Bowl and said that "More alumni along with a Mexican troubaat 6 for the Knights' last should have worn school col- dour admitted they came on
home game.
"It was a ors. I am. I've always backed the wrong night.
Derek
convenient way to go for my school."
Hewitt explained, ..We're all
many," said Marty Cruz, a
Other fans helped make from out of town now.
~ember of the Alumni Relaup the 28,600-plus crowd at
We came for BJ105's Haltions Association board of the stadium that night. The loween party and found out
duirectors. "We had a real fact that the Knights lost the it's not until Monday night,"
good turn-out even though game didn't dampen the but added, "We'll have fun
we didn't know what to ex- mob's enthusiasm for being anyway."
pect."
at the World's Largest Class
And that's exactly what
Entertainment was pro- Reunion.
you're supposed to do at a
vided by rock'n'roll Hall of
During the evening every- street party.
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$3n

Welcome Cocktails ror 2 •Luxury oCeanfron1 Resort • Restaurant • Lounge
• Pool Bar• Large Pool • Kiddie Pool • Came Room • Based on Room Availabili·
ty and Advance Reservations • Tax not included • Non commissionable • Effi.
ciencies $5 extra per night• Good lhru 1-31-89
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ITEMS WITH * CAN BE ORDERED TO GO
HOURS: SUN-:-THURS5-10P.M. FRI 7SAT 5-11 P.M.

WHAT WE DO BEST!
* Shrimp & Cheese Tortellini 9.95
* Shrimp Pasta 7.85 * Seafood Pasta 6.85
* Shrimp Scampi 7.95

TRAYS AND BASKETS
SERVED WITH PARSLEY PafATOES & A UTILE LETIUCE

""Alaskan King Crab Legs & Claws - Market Price
,..Alaskan Snow Crab 7.95
•Dungeness Crab Ousters 9 .95
•Scallops, Deep Fried 5.85 •Fried Clam Strips 3.95
•Broiled or Fried Grouper Medallions 4.95
•Soft Shell Crabs, Fried 5.95 *Fried Shrimp 5.85
Broiled Scallops 7.95 - When in season

Coors Regular or Light 16 oz..95 60 oz. 3.50
Heineken 16 oz. 1.45 60 oz. 4.95

PUJS TAX
'PER NIGHT

.::. Comiort

~

DRAFT BEERS & WINES

oo

:
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·· .-«,
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"°.t..._
;i-~ CAFE -~

INGLENOOK; CHABLIS, BURGENDY & SANGRIA
Glass .95, 1 /2 Carafe 1.85, Carafe 3.50
WHITE ZINFANDEL & MONDAVI
Glass 1.95, 1/2 Carafe 3.85, Carafe 7.50
NO CREDIT CARDS

1-800-822-7707
3135 South All.antic Ave. (904) 767-8533
Daytona Beach, Fl.32018

THE

1988-89

University of Central Florida

Cel.ebrating 20 Year• of Service
1968&

.Pick one up
at the KIOSK today!_
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